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1.

Introduction

Let me emphasize from the start that
the fortunes of the economy and the
banking sector are inextricably interwoven. Developments within the overall economy inevitably have direct

impacts on the environment and regulatory framework within which
banks operate. Similarly, the operational efficiency of the banks or otherwise in bringing to fruition the social
and economic yearnings of the state
has dire impact on the society.

It is the

realisation of this linkage that has led
some commentators to assert that the
banking sector is both the hand-maid
and mid-wife of the economy. What is
true also is that finance is the key to

investment and investment leads to
growth.
Z.What is Strategic Planning?
Strategic planning can be defined in

'

For our purpose, two
definitions are more apt. The first is
that strategic planning can be defined
as a process of manipulating deliberate
ly the key factors in a system in order
to achieve a desired and specified
several ways.

it can be defined as
the formulation of a decision process

change. Secondly,

Paradoxixally,-these are coping

in

an

unchanging world and coping in a
world that is changing. Within the
realm of the unchanging world, banks
are traditionally expected to have as

achievable objectives profitability,

safety and liquidity. These are conflicting and hence trade-offs exist between
them. The extent of achievable success
by banks is determined by the matrix

of

appropriate combination of these
three. This is the unchanging world

that banks face. To have profit as an
objective is indeed consistent and
rational within the context of goal setting by any firm be it a bank or a
manufacturing enterprise.

The second phenomenon which
banks face is the environment in which
they operate. The only constant thing
about this is that it is always changing.
The factors impinging on the environment are external and internal. Both of
these are important. The most significart thing afe not bnly that the iules of
the games are changing but that also
the environment in which the economic
and financial games are being played
are also changing. Under such circumstances, the options are very clear.
These, simply

put are to (a)

the commitment

specified objectives,
o/ resources and

watch
things happen, (b) make things happen,
(c) wonder about what is happening or
what has happened.

constroints of the environment in order
to achieve Stated objectives (Burman
and Asch, 1987).

oeptable in terms of nlanagement style
seems to be the (b) option. That of

wtrich is primarily concerned with the

development

3.

of

Change ond Survival
The finance industry is facing two
seemingly' different phenomeha.

Of the three options, the most

ac-

ment process and proactive management process. In reactive management
process as the name implies, you react
to changes as they occur-possibly one
at a time, whereas in proactive manage
ment process, you anticipate changes
and plan for it. This is an important
aspect of strategic planning. Good
management is a combination of the
two. Perhaps the most successful
manager is one that is proactive and is
involved in bringing about desired
changes. This leads beyond survival. It
leads to leadership and leadership
traits.

In planning for change, therefore,
there are four important steps, that
must be adequately considcred. These
are

(i)
(ii)

specification of the objectives
analysis of alternative strategies

for bringing forth the desired

(iii)

change

selection of the best strategy to
achieve the objedtiVbs basCd on
cost-benefit analysis

(iv) implementation

of the chosen

strategy

(v) the monitoring and evaluation of
outcomes.

All

these five steps are important

and would be discussed.
The reason sometimes for the tailure
of an organisatioh/business concern

can be traceable

to the reluctancc to

change, from its additition to previous
ways of doing busiaess even in a rapidly

course is not the end of the story.
There are two major ways of dealing

changing environment. This can be due
to a veriaty of reasons amongst which

with or managing change. These are
oftcn referred to as reoctive tnonuge-

are:

1
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)

low tolerance level for change by
the upper echelon of the management cadre.
self interest of affected parties
tact of shared awareness of the
need for change

(iv) the cost of rethinking

and

changing.

Giving that more survival is not the
watch word for any bank, then it must
be able to assess its relative performance. The future opportunities are
immense but so also are the challenges
and the threats. The next decade will be
trucial to the economic development of
the nation and the success or otherwise
ofthe financial sector.

4.

Changes in the Bonking Scene: An
Ovemiew

The phenomenon of change which
has been the pervasive feature in the
growth and decline of human societies

has characterjsed the Nigerian

eonomic ,c.ne.2 The banking system
has been part and parcel of that
dtange. The Nigerian banking industry
has gone through four phases since
banking came to be known in Nigeria.
The first phase (1894-1951) was a
period characterised by the predominance of what was then cirlled expat:
riate banks even though a number of
indigendus banks grew. The indigenous

banks included the National Bank of
Nigeria, Agbonmagbe Bank, and the
African Continental Bank. The second
phase, the ear of banking boom

coincided with a fairly booming
economic activity coupled with
increasing degree of nationalism. It
was an era when the indigenes felt the
need to carve out a niche for themselves

in the area of banking. Although some
of the banks failed, the reason for their
failure are well-known. This included

low capital base and inadequate

managerial capability. This second
l95l-58 witnessed the enactment of the Nigerian Banking
Ordinance which was the first attempt
at introducing order into what was
phase

dherwise a chaotic situation.
The third phase 1959-86 is popular-

ly referred to as the era of

banking
regulations. One of the most significant
milestones of this era was the establishment of the Central Bank of Nigeria

(CBN), Nigeria'a apex financial

institution. The period witnessed the
enactment of the Central Bank of
Nigeria Act 1959 rhich gave Iegal

backing

to the establishment qf

the

Central Bank. Several acts, decrees,
€tc. were enacted at various times
during the period.
A number of significant development
which are of important in appraising
this period include the following:

(i) the develoPment of more banks
(ii)
' - acquisition of 4090 share in

Thus, over the years, the banking
sector has been important as instrumat
for the attainment of t'te major
objectives of the econom!.
The period of the 1980s has seen the

significant review of the environment
and the regulatory framework which
tanks face. Of significant importance
are:

thrle major banks-First Bank
of Nigeria Ltd., the Union Bank
of Nigeria and the UBA in earlY

(i) the major intentions of

70's.

(ii)

(iii) development of the Rural
Banking Scheme;

(iv) indigenization decree and

its

.
.

interest rate structure
sectoral allocation of credit
o deregulation in the registration of new banks in order to

implementation;
(v) increased equity participation in
the Big Three Banks to 60qo in
t976;

increase competition.

(vi) the beginning of the implemen-

(iii) Privatization

and Commercialization
(iv) equity participation in banks
(v) creation of domiciliary accounts

tation of direct controls through
the CBN MonetarY PolicY
Circulars.

(vii) substantial increment in

the

etc.

paid-up caPital of new banks.

(viii)

strict control over the sectoral
allocation of credit and interest

The
ird phase 1959-86 is populorly referred to as the era of banking
reulations. One of lhe most significont
milestones of this era was establishment of Central Bonk of Nigerio
(C.8.N.1, Nigeria's apex financiol
institution. The period witnessed the
ensctment oJ the Central Bonk of
Nigeria Act 1959 which gave legol
backing the establishment of Centrql
Bank.

the

Structural Adiustment Program
(SAP);
deregulation of the economy;
and the banking sector in particular in the following areas:

From the brief overview given, it is
very obvious that dramatic chatges
have been taken place in the Nigerian
economy over the last three decadbs.
All of these changes some propelled by
external factors and others by domestic
factors have not but affected the
banking sector. Indeed the banking
industry as a whole has found itself in
the middle of the structural changes.

5.

The Chollenges and Threats

of the

1990s

Two important policies shaped the
banking industry in the 70'S. The first
the lesson derived from the civil

.was

war culminating in a

nationalistic

feeling coupled with the utmost desire
for indigenous owngrship. This led to
the limited Indigenization Decree of
1972 and the attendant amendment of
1977. The second policy enunciated in
the 1975-80 Development Plan was
the need to control the commanding
heights of the nation's economy.
Ciovernment was able to take this

measure because of the extensive
resources available to it through the oil
revenue. Not only did Government
take substantial and majority ownership in these banks, government also

The challenges and threats posed by

the recent developments in
economy are many.

It

the

is very true that
the policy and legal framework set the
scene for the banking industry as well
as other sectors of the economy. The

legal restraint on bank operations set
the pace for the achievement of the
potential of the banking world. This is
particularly true where the liquidity of
the banks are affected. Regardless of

the market structure of the economy,

governments of most if not all economies retain the key role of regulators Of
the financial system. The tendency

towa.ds regulation is based

on

experience that financial markets ..can

be prone- to instability ad vulnerable
fraud" (WDP, 1989 p.26).
Since 1986, the liquidity of the banks
have been subjected to one seqeeze or

saw banks as the catalyst element in the

to

development process and used them
not only as instruments for the
purposes of achieving government
policy but also for implementing them.

the other. At the beginniirg

Centra! Bank

of 1986, the
of Nigeria called in the
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funds lodged with the banks against
pending foreign exchange payments.
This had a great effect on the liquidity
of the banks. Two other developments
have had differential impact on banks.
These are the abolition of the granting
of Naira loans secured on foreign
guarantees, and the order on Ministries

and larastatals to transfer

their

acounts to the Central Bank of Nigeria.
The future challenges posed by these
policy changes in addition to the ones
that have been in operation since 1986

are immense. Banks will have to
develop survival tactics in an other-

wise seemingly hostile environment.
What then are these challenges?
First, the structure of industries and
hence the clientele may change. With
emphasis on the local sourcing of raw
materials and emphasis of tradables,
new financial needs will arise in the
environment to take care of these new

developments. Therefore banks will
have to tailor-make their services to the
needs of industrial structural changes
and the changing or the changed clientele. Second, banks will now increase
their degree of competitiveness for

both the quality and quantity of
deposits. With increased competition,
the costs of transactions are likely to be
lower. This will require some degree of
innovativeness and only banks that are
flexible and have brilliant insights will
be able to carve out a niche for them-

selves in the ensuing competitive
environment. What is crystal clear is
that the era of armchair banking has
gone for good. The explosion in recent
times in the number of banks is indicative of the type of competition that is in
the offing in the present and the future.
The kind of general competition
expected are of two types. The first is
the competition between merchant and
commercial banks while the second is
inter-bank competition. The aggressive
posture of each bank will determine its
share of the market. Part of the needed
aggressiveness, insight, and innovativoeness lie in the development

of the depth

and breadth of finance.

The issued of innovativeness has

many dimension. By far and large, an

important aspects of the development

of the right attitudinalQehaviour

in
order to manage change, For change to
occur in any organisation, the banking

s€ctor included, there

is need to

unfreeze old and present habits and

attitudes, beliefs and patterns of
behavibur development of new
responses is well as solutions to the set

of new problems and

challenges
induced by the change, and the integration of new solutions into a new

organisational structure. It is very
obvious that the rapid increase in the
number

of banks will

economic activity and underutilization

of

capacities. That involves a high
of thoroughness in the scrutiny

degree

of

adjudged viable and fundable

projects.

generate keener

competition in the 1990s. What is
certain is that the present banking
boom is different from that of the 50s,
and is not likely to witness the same
fate. The degree of expertise resident
in many of these banks and the legal
framework put in place will ensure the
survival of these banks and the protec-'
tion of depositors. The proliferation of
bansk, however, and the competition
which it brings about uqderscores the
need for training in order to imbibe the
requisite skill for the efficient performance of responsibilities. This is
particularly true where the differences
between merchant and commercial
banks are being increasingly blurred.

'external sector such as the growth in
the global economy, in particular the

C-ommercial banks do perform some of
the functions of merchant banks and

world floating exchange rates, rising

vice-versa. With increased liberalisation and deregulation, competition will
be reinforced in the future, and only

banks that have the reuisite staff
facilities and expertise can hope to
raPid develoPment of
technologY, the
an(i
information
greatest challenge and/or threots to lhe
banking sector is the adoPiion af
appropriate technology. This is the
fifth challenge. SPecificallY, the'
challenge in the 1990s lies in the capability to adoP new technologY qnd

In an ers of

info rmat

io

n t o adv an t q ge.

Third, the provisions of credit is
in an era of tight monetary
policy and deregulation of interest
crucial

rates. With the current stance of policy
and the depreciation of the Naira, the
financing requirements of firms and

industries per unit of transaction will
increase. Banks will therefore have to
step up their deposit marketing activities to enable them meet the increasing

credit requiremtns. The

increasing

for credit has also brought about
an increase in the need for cooperation
among banks. What is in vogue now
and will continue in the future is loan
syndication and equipment leasing.
These have immense advantages to
need

both the banks and the borrowers. The
financing requirements of the economy

puts additonal responsibility on the
banks in ensuring that bad debt is
minimized in an environment of low

This is not going to be easy but that is
where. the challenges lie.
The fourth challenge which will face
the banking sector in'the future arises
from the extern.u sector. l'his is the

internationalization of financial

markets. Given the global interdependence of economies, the Nigerian
economy is a part and the financial
sector is therefor a part of the general

global financial market. It cannob .
therefore divorce itself from developments in the external sector. It is
appropriate that developments in the

gowth in the industrial

economies.

real interest rates and

increasing
pratectionism to trade cannot but have
significant effects on the operations of
the financial sector. The attainment of

reputable international financial
will depend on the ability to
adequately adapt to these various
posture

developments.

In an era of rapid development of
information and technology, the
greatest challenge and/or threats to the
banking sector is the adoption of
appropriate technology, This is the

fifth challenge. Specifically,
in the 1990s lies in

challenge

the
the

capability to adopt new technology and
information to advantage. The first
challenge in this context lies in the
adoption of computerization to bank-

ing operation in order to improve the
efficiency of services. The importance
of this technology to efficiency cannot
be understimated. Its rate of adoption
depends not only on th€ innovativeness

of the leadership of the

banking

a whole but also on the
improvement of infrastructural facilities in the economy, in particular
industry as

electricity supply. The extent to which

to be used in dailY
transaction constitutes the second
cash continues
aspects

of

technology

in the 1990s.

There will be need for the development

of other substitutes for cash. Bank
alone, however, may not hold the

monopoly power here. Indeed other
institutions may develop to provide
hnancial substitutes. Another aspect of
technological development lies in the development of plastic cards for simple
banking operations.
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This may take time to
mature but it is part of technological
and financial development which needs
be given special consideration in the
1990's and beyond.
It is not possible to ignore the effects
of political and social conditions on the

economy. Perceived from all angles,
the factors impinging on the course of
economic development in Nigeria are
two. These are internal and external
factors. These factcrs determine the
political and economic setting for the
country. As far as the economy is
concerned, it seems that the next few

years will be crucial in terms of
ontinuing to chart the present course
of economic program. There is in the
first instance the truth that the present
adm,inistration is expected to be in
office till 1992.lt is therefore inevitable
at least for consistency that the current
policies will be pursued with vigor. It

can therefore be expected that the
ontinued reliance on market forces
will be fostered, and great reliance will
be placed on the private sector and
hence private sector capital in the

@untry's overall development process
at least in the period till 1992. Govern-

ment policy are often characterized,
however, by sudden swings which are
sometimes difficult to understand and
predict. The stop-go policy of government inevitably brings along its trail
undesired effects culminating primarily
in the non-achievement of objectives
and goals.

There is one threat which may be
important in 1990s with particular
reference to the ilvestment of banks.
Banks have incre6singly come under
severe criticism in recent times because

2. Ajayi,

3. Ajayi, S. Ibi, 'Appraisal of

rhe Nigerian
Finance System' Paper presented at the
Bank Directors Seminar Organised FITC at

of the purported profits which they

Durbar Hotel Kaduna June

make. This is already developing into
serious "complexes" in some quarters.

Indeed some banks are said to be
feeling guilty about their operations.
kt me provide some relief. Banks do
not have to feel guilty about making
profits. What is not right is excessive
profits. Part of the fault about profit
allegations lies squarely on banks who

4.

the international competitiveness of
their operations all in attempts to show
their competitiveness. With regards to
the latter, the question to ask is what is
the dollar value of profits and assets

27-28,

1989.

Ajayi, S. Ibi (1988) The Future Role ofthe
Central Bank of Nigeri6: 1990 and Beyond

kcutre Delivered at the Tenth

Quarterly
the
Mgerian Institute of Bankers, October 12.

Luncheon

5.

of the Ibadan Branch of

Phillips, A. O. & E. C. Ndekwu, (ed) 1987
Structural Adjustment Programme in A
Developing Economy The Case of Nigeria,
Ibadan: NISER

have been too quick to show changes in

nominal profits without taking cognizance of their real values and indeed

S. Ibi (1989) Issues ofOvcrvaluation

and Exchange Rate Adjustments in Nigeria
The Economic Development Institute, The
World Bank.

6. Managing Strategic Change for

Union

of Nigeria. Seminar Organized by the
D€lparlment of Economics, University of
Ibadan, Sheraton Hotel, June l9-23,
Barrk

1989.

7.

FITC (1988) Consolidating the Cains ofthe
Structural Adjustment Programme. Papers
and Proceeding ofthe 1988 Bank Directors'
Seminar Lagos. FITC.

8.

stiff competition from outside the

Olashore, O. (1988) Perspective on Finance,
Banking and Economic Policy in Nigeria,
Ibadan: Heinemann Educational Books

banking system as other companies try

(Nis.) Ltd.

relative to previous periods?

The

opportunities for banks are great and
part of the profits can be invested in
the improvement of services provided.
There are other threats. There will be

to provide alternative forms of
financial intermediation.

(1989) World Development
Report, Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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